Pencig Vape Shop
Scotland
United Kingdom
Phone: 01313344604
Pencig is an Edinburgh based vape shop specialized in the retail sales of electronic
cigarettes, e-liquids and accessories. You can find our shops in Inverness, Glasgow,
Dundee and Dunfermline. We help thousands of people not only in Edinburgh but all
over the United Kingdom to quit smoking and start a healthier way of living. Thanks
to our earlier presence in Ireland we know better the necessities of the electronic
cigarette market. Relying on our experience we are developing our e-cigarette
shops all over Scotland.
Pencig vape shop
Pencig e cigarette shop and head office is located in 6 Ormiston Terrace, Edinburgh
EH12 7SJ Scotland. Our website is not only an e-cigarette online shop, it is also a
small encyclopedia of electronic cigarettes. If you have any queries visit our faq's
bookmark where you can find a lot of useful information about e-cigs. We invite you
to our blog where e-smokers can read many valuable articles about e-cigarettes and
e-liquids.
Quality e-cigs in our e-cigarette shop
Our main purpose are satisfied customers and we achieve that thanks to our
original e-cigarette products which come from carefully selected factories. Our
electronic cigarettes are characterized by the best quality and innovative design. If
you visit our Pencig Edinburgh Shop you will see that we offer you a diverse range
of e-cigarette products. You can also find there everything that e-smokers need:
starter kits, electronic cigars, e-liquids and all necessary accessories. To sum up
Pencig e-cigarette shop is a company not only focused on selling but also on trying
to acquaint you with the new smoking generation which each day gains more
popularity in Edinburgh, UK and all over the world.
E-Cigarette Brands:: Aspire, Eleaf, Joyetech, SMOK, Asmodus, Augvape, AV, AWT,
Coilart, Creative, Dinner Lady, Doozy Vape, Dough Bros, Eco Vape, Euro Vapour,
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Fantasi, Fine, Fizzy, Flawless, Geek Vape, Gloom, Equilibrium, Pencig, Humo,

Innokin, Is It True, Kangertech, Juice Sauz, Kendo, Kilo, Ko, Kendo, Licks, Lemonade
Nation, Lolly Vape, Nitecore, Obies Brew, OFE, R66, Cheeky Monkey, Samsung,
Sigelei, Stika Bombz, The Lemonade House, UD, V4, Vape Pancakes E-Liquids,
Vaporworks, Wismec, Wizards Brew, Vision, Vapros, Vaporfi, Vape Wild, Ace of
Vapez, ANML, Bubble Monster, Double Drip, Funk D, Glas, Just Jam
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